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Good Afternoon, my name is Rich McCue, and I manage the 
makerspace in the University of Victoria Library, and am going to 
talk about best practices for creating & leading active-learning 
workshops in academic makerspaces.
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Outline
● What does an Active Learning Workshop look 

like in a Makerspace setting?
● What are the Benefits?
● Best Practices for Creating Active Learning 

Workshops
● Conclusions

Here’s an outline of what I’m going to cover:
● What does an Active Learning Workshop look like?
● What are its Benefits?
● Best Practices for Creating Active Workshops
● Tips for Leading Active Workshops



What does an Active 
Learning Workshop 

Look Like?

● What does an Active Learning Workshop Look Like?



As Much Instruction as Possible is Put 
into Pre-Workshop Videos & Readings

● To start with, I try to put much setup and instruction as 
possible is put into pre-workshop video and readings so that 
as much face-to-face time as possible can be devoted to 
hands-on activities:

○ [NEXT] For a 3D Design & Print workshop, participants 
are asked to create a TinkerCad account and watch 
some short YouTube videos before arriving at the 
workshop.

○ Participants can go as deep or shallow as they want.  
○ In our experience about 50% complete some or all of 

the pre-workshop activities.



Quick Introduction to the Technology

● When students arrive at the workshop they receive a 5-10 
minute introduction to 3D Design & Printing:

○ This introduction orients the learner to the technology 
and...

○ Covers common pitfalls & ...
○ As well as safety information.



Choose from a 
Range of 
Activities

● Students then are given a range of 3D Design and 3D print 
activities that they can choose from to work through at their 
own pace.

● This differentiated learning means that there is no 
forced-march through all the materials at the speed of the 
slowest learner.



Students Leave the 
Workshop with 

Something They’ve 
Created

● At the end of the workshop, students leave having either 
created something from one of the prepared activities or 
created something on their own.

● In the case of a 3D Design & Print workshop a student would 
have created one or more 3D models and submitted at least 
one of those models to be printed.



What are the Benefits of 
Active-Learning 

Workshops?

● What are the benefits of Active-Learning workshops in 
general?

● And what does an Active Learning workshop look Like from a 
student’s perspective?



Active-Learning 
Workshop 

Benefits from a 
Student’s 

Perspective

● As an example, I’ll use the experience of an undergraduate 
named Paige who is majoring in Biochemistry and 
Environmental Studies

○ She is trying to create a biodegradable glow stick as a 
personal passion project.

● Paige first heard about our Makerspace through a friend who 
took a 3D Design & print workshop as part one of her for 
credit classes.



Workshop Registration

● Paige googled our Makerspace website and then followed a 
link to the Eventbrite registration page for a workshop

● The registration confirmation email she received contained a 
list of pre-workshop videos for her to watch.



Moving Instruction to 
Pre-Workshop Activities 

Facilitates Active Learning 
Workshops

● By providing pre-workshop instruction we front load as much 
of the introduction and setup required to be successful into 
pre-workshop activities so that the face-to-face time can be 
devoted to hands-on work and lecturing reduced to a 
minimum. 



Pre-Workshop Preparation

● Paige set up a TinkerCad account... 
● And then because of some previous experience with 3D 

design, she spent her time watching videos covering the skills 
she had not yet mastered. 



The Day of the Workshop

● When Paige arrived at the workshop, I welcomed her and the 
other participants, and as part of the welcome asked each of 
them, to tell everyone their name, what faculty they were 
from, and one thing they hoped to get out of the workshop. 

● Paige introduced herself and told everyone that she wanted 
to make a prototype cap for her biodegradable glow stick.

● Over the next 5-10 minutes, I oriented the group to the 
workshop, highlighted common problems, and covered 
relevant safety information. 



Workshop Introduction

● In the last part of the introduction I reviewed of the activity 
handouts for the workshop and asked each of them to 
choose an activity to start with.

● Once participants started working on a 3D design activity, I 
talked to students who had specific things they wanted to 
make and advised them on the activities that would help them 
gain the skills they would need to work on their passion 
project.

● Instructors should lead workshops as “guides on the side” 
rather than “sages on the stage.”



Customizing the Workshop for Individuals

● In Paige’s case, I suggested that she starts with our keychain 
activity and then do our dice activity. These activities cover 
most of the skills she will need to make a prototype glow stick 
cap. 

● [NEXT] I also let her know that she can borrow callipers from 
the makerspace so that she can measure the internal and 
external dimensions of the seaweed-based tube she has 
made. 



Hands On!

● It took Paige a couple of weeks and 5 more iterations before 
she made a prototype that she was happy with, but she made 
it!

● Paige came in a few times to consult with our 3D printing 
expert, and we were happy to help her.



● To finish this story, you should know that Paige just 
graduated, and now turning her passion into an impactful 
business called Nyoka.

● https://www.LightByNyoka.com 

https://www.lightbynyoka.com


How to Create an 
Active-Learning 

Makerspace Workshop?

● So what are the best practices for creating an effective 
active-learning makerspace workshop?



SMART Learning Outcomes: What Skills & 
Knowledge do you Participants to Learn?

● Once you have a workshop topic in mind the next step is to 
figure out what skills and knowledge you want your 
participants to leave the workshop with?

● AKA, “Begin with the end in mind” as Stephen Covey would 
put it.

● [NEXT] Make sure that each learning outcome or goal is 
SMART: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, & 
Time-Based.



Creating Workshop Activities

● Active
● Contextual
● Choice
● Differentiated

When creating workshop activities, keep in mind that the best 
in-workshops activities are:

● Active, 
● Contextual, 
● Give students Choice, & 
● Are Differentiated. 



Active

Active: 
● Get participants engaged in skill development as quickly as 

possible. 
● Less lecturing, or sage on the stage, and more assisting or 

guide on the side.



Contextual

Contextual: 
● Or Just-in-time learning to help participants with immediate 

problems or needs, not just-in-case learning to solve a 
problem a week or a month from now.



Choice

Choice: 
● Students should be given as much choice in activity selection 

as is possible during the workshop. 
● One way to do this is to encourage students to use their own 

data, or bring their own problem to solve.
● Don’t lead your students on a Forced March through the 

curriculum (aka traditional lecturing)



Differentiated

Differentiated: 
● Do this through pre-workshop instruction and modularized 

face-to-face activities that allow learners to work at their own 
pace and choose what interests them.  



Pre-Workshop Materials

Pre-workshop materials:
● I usually try to find overview videos or documents (created by 

others) to orient workshop participants to the technology or 
skill they will learn.

● It’s useful to refer back to the SMART learning outcomes you 
created, and identify all that have not covered in the in-class 
activities so that those learning outcomes can be covered in 
pre-workshop videos or readings.



Instructional Videos

● Instructional videos created by higher education institutions 
are often made available for free on YouTube, which can be 
shared with your workshop participants to prepare them to 
successfully engage in face-to-face active-learning activities. 

● Creating a custom video gives the workshop creator full 
control but at the cost of significant time and effort. 



Pre-Workshop Quiz

● Sometimes, especially if there is important safety instruction, 
I will create pre-workshop quiz to let students know if they’ve 
mastered the information or not.



Conclusions

● So in conclusion...



Active Learning Workshop Survey Results

● 86% of students we surveyed reported that they preferred the 
hands-on, active-learning workshop format compared to a 
more traditional lecture-based instruction.

● 78% of students preferred the workshop format for an 
introduction to new technology rather than peer-to-peer 
tutoring.



Summary: Create an Active Learning 
Workshop by:

1. Pre-workshop videos & exercises.
2. SMART learning outcomes.
3. In-class activities - active and contextual. 
4. Differentiation through pre-workshop instruction.
5. “Guides on the side” rather than “sages on the 

stage.”

Here’s a quick summary of key features of successful Active 
Learning Workshops:

● Move as much instruction as possible into pre-workshop 
videos.

● When creating a new workshop, start by identifying SMART 
learning outcomes.

● In-class activities should be active and contextual. 
● Differentiate through pre-workshop instruction and 

modularized activities.
● Instructors should lead workshops as “guides on the side” 

rather than “sages on the stage.”



Learning is not a spectator sport!

● Never forget that Learning is not a spectator Sport!



The UVic Makerspace 
Workshop-Workshop 

Curriculum for new staff: 

https://bit.ly/uvic-workshop
2 

● If you are interested in more details about this topic please 
feel free to refer to my conference paper.

● Or check out our freely available, and creative commons 
licensed, workshop for our new makerspace staff titled, an 
“Introduction to Creating & Teaching Flipped Active-Learning 
Workshops”: http://bit.ly/uvic-workshop2  

https://bit.ly/uvic-workshop2
https://bit.ly/uvic-workshop2
http://bit.ly/uvic-workshop2
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Questions, Comments, 
and/or Suggestions?

Thank-you for your time today. Are there any comments or 
questions?
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